"Kobor Natok" is a Bangladeshi folk story that tells of a dance called "mahish kobor" which the evil spirit sabotages to taunt his
enemies. The story ends happily, however, when the dancer fights back and defeats the spirit. The ebook "Kobor Natok by
Munir Chowdhury pdf download" is about this culture-defining play/party/dance genre that emerged in Bengal during British
colonial times. It was performed mostly by rural women in the rural areas, but it also caught the attention of educated Bengali
men who performed it to entertain Bengali men. It was performed at weddings, for example, where the troupe would dance
before the wedding procession to welcome them home. The performer would be dressed in a red velvet or cotton costume with
skirts that trailed on the ground while performing while dancing round-robin style with other performers performing sets of
elaborate choreography. The story is about a jealous god who attempts to remove all godly energy from his rival god's world. He
challenges god to do something only he can do only, after which he has all power over earth and heaven. The other god, playing
along, tells him to cause the end of the world and this god puts a curse on all creation preventing them from dancing and people
from having fun. However he makes one mistake: he doesn't actually kill anyone so his rival god's power is still intact. The god
resolves this issue by sending a dancer to bring back happiness to earth and heaven. The story starts off with the legend/story of
"Bilaskhani"(বিলাসকথা) who came down from heaven and danced in order to reunite the then-warring Hindus and Muslims. The
story was written by Munir Chowdhury in the 1950s. It was adapted from a non-fiction piece about folk music by the same
name. It was based on real stories from Bangladesh. The folklorist and poet also wrote the story of "Matir Moina" in 1955, and
his stories and poems were collected in a book called "Uttar Prantore". His daughter Nandita Chowdhury co-wrote this story,
and she won Bangladesh National Film Award for Best Director for making this folk tale into a movie in 2015. The story has
also been performed on stage at the National Theater. "Kobor Natok" was first published by 'Kabita Bharati' in Kolkata in 1955.
It was eventually printed as a book by Sangbad Pratidin in 1980. The book has 108 pages, and it is divided into 8 chapters. The
main character is described as follows: "She had bright luminous eyes, thick brows, thick but well-arranged hairs on her head...
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